**Rule 1 = Trend Trading**
Focus on super arrows matching trading trend on 1m charts

- When most recent candles are above blue line, focus on super arrows UP on last candle. When below the blue line, focus on super arrows DOWN.
- When super arrows appear – consider 30 sec, 1min, 2 min and 5 mins trades.

---

**Rule 2 = Yellow Indicators**
Once you’ve seen a yellow arrow in 1 min charts, focus on next three super arrows

- When most recent candles are above blue line, focus on super arrows UP on last candle. When below the blue line, focus on super arrows DOWN.
- When super arrows appear – consider 30 sec, 1min, 2 min trades.

---

**Rule 3 = Piercing the lines**
Once you’ve pierced the support or resistance lines then focus on next three super arrows

- When either the red or yellow lines (top and bottom of chart) have been pierced, then focus on next three super arrows.
- When super arrows appear – consider 30 sec, 1min, 2 min trades.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrQo7ugRz2g
What is a MIM?

A MIM is a three candle pattern on the 15 minute or 5 minute charts where two pinks in the same direction are broken by another candle in the middle that is a different color.

A MIM can be treated like an extra powerful pink and can be used to gauge the likelihood of a short term trend in that direction.

MIMS are only valid on the 15 minute and 5 minute charts. Ignore 1 minute MIMS.

MIMs are only created by Pink arrows. i.e. two blue or two yellow arrows following the same pattern are not a MIM.

The name comes from MT’s drawings over MIMs on the charts to identify them. They look like a monkey – hence the name “Monkey In the Middle” (you’ll see soon).
Batman Strategy

When to place trade

As soon as the candle closes (at 09:15, 09:30, 09:45, 10:00, 10:15, 10:30, 10:45, 11:00 and 11:15) Take a 5 minute trade in the direction of the signal

Notes

The most successful signal is a 15 minute pink on the dx only (i.e. no signal on the eu, gu, uj or ej). When this occurs, take a 5 minute trade on the eu in the opposite direction.

If any of the 15 minute signals are MIMS there is a very high probability of success.

The uj works best when it is the only 15 minute signal.

When you have multiple correlating 15 minute pink signals favour the eu for the trades.

Whilst waiting for the next 15 minute signal turn your attention to listening to MT and using the hall of fame strategies.

Do not trade if the three 5 minute candles that make up the 15 minute candle are all the same color.

The safest 15 minute pinks are the ones that turn up towards the end of the candle i.e. in the last 7 minutes. 15 minute pinks that show up right at the beginning and are still there at the end tend to be little tired.

Sometimes in the 15 minute candle you will have a pink up at the beginning and by the time the candle closes it has a pink arrow in the opposite direction, this is also a very successful signal to trade.

The Bat Signal

Wait for successful and surviving pink arrow on 15m charts

Successful = a pink arrow up on a green candle or a pink arrow down on a red candle

Surviving = the arrow is still there when the candle closes and a new candle begins
**Tony D. DX Strategy**

**Step 1.**
Watch 15m & 5m charts for DX & USD-based currencies to be correlating.

**Step 2.**
Ensure DX 15m chart is ‘with the trend’ or has a blue + pink reversal.

**Step 3.**
Look for next signal on 1 mins USD charts. When it appears, wait 30 secs to ensure it stays.

**When to place trade**
Consider 5, 10 & 15 min trades on Euro/USD, GBP/USD & USD/JPY.

---

**Correlating = the charts are following the same pattern**

**Tony D golden rule =** The $ controls everything – always pay attention to DX

Watch DX 15min chart for Trend or Blue + Pink Reversal

---

**https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YskcFPGZ4rl**
Dr. Natalia's Strategy

When most recent candles on 15 min and 5 min charts both have pink arrows, prepare to place a trade when a white arrow enters the 1 min chart.

Consider 1 min trades with momentum bars or 2, 5 min trades. Also consider 10 & 15 min trades. Demo all of these to see which works best for you!

When to place trade

When most recent candles on 15 min and 5 min charts both have pink arrows, prepare to place a trade when a white arrow enters the 1 min chart.

Don’t trade against the 15 min trend

Only when action retraces back to blue line

Watch for pink arrows on latest 15m and 5m chart. When they come in, look for white arrow on 1m chart.
Humphrey’s Strategy

1. Look for aligned pink or super arrows on the 15 and 5-min charts in the same direction.

   **Trade Entries:**
   Place 5, 10 or 15 min trades (or all)
   Enter multiple trades over the next 30 seconds in the direction of 5 min and 15 min arrows.
   (Typically 7 – 15 trades at a time.)

2. Then look for pink or super arrows in 1-min chart and prepare to enter trades.

   **Greater win ratios:**
   Enter at the first candle with pink signal on the 1-min chart.

   Ideally begin placing trades with super arrow or pink followed by white on the 1-min.

   **Results:**
   Wait for trades to expire and you are most likely to get more wins than you lose if you follow the rules.
LSR Strategy

Steps

1. Look at EUR and DX 1hr, 15 min, 5 min to establish overall direction of trend.

   *You are only trading up to a minute maximum so this is to just give you the bigger picture. Do NOT solely base a 1 min or 30 sec trade on 5, 15 min and 1 hr charts.

2. Look for pink/super pink show up on EU and DX 1 min chart (in opposite directions). **Both these signals must appear in the first few seconds of new candle.**

3. **A:** If regular pinks show up and are successful wait for 15 second mark before entering trade.

   **B:** If super pinks or whites show up quickly, just 10 secs are needed before entering trade.

   The sooner you enter the trade DOESN'T necessarily mean the safer. You want to get in in a timely manner but make sure signal stays and that you take no later than 15 seconds.

J Rays additions to the strategy

**Momentum and super pinks increase win rate**

1. Momentum bars are very powerful and can help you get in to the trade.

2. Learn the strategy and timing by focusing on trades that are with the trend.

3. When trading against the trend, momentum bars and super pinks can make sure your 30-60 second trade goes through. Be cautious, only once you've mastered the STUGGS with the trend should you then get into this. Consider only using super/white pinks or momentum bars (3+) when trading against the trend.

4. New arrows on 5 min and 15 min charts that appear and correlate with your trade will increase win rate.

Trade Durations

Consider 30 second or maximum 1 minute trades (only with trend)
Syncing time and setting up your trading screen

Due to the importance of timing when entering trades, it is critical that your internet connection is fast, your computer clock is synchronised to the trading room and you can clearly see everything as it occurs.

Clock Synchronisation

It is advisable to sync your computer clock with MT’s every session. Ask MT to share his synced clock settings.

1. Click on the clock in bottom right of your computer screen.
2. Click ‘change time and date settings’
3. Click ‘internet time’
4. Click ‘change settings’
5. Select the appropriate option that MT is using and hit ‘update now’.

Gadget Clock

To ensure that your connection is not slowing down whilst trading, you can open the same clock that MT uses and compare them throughout the trading session.

Search for ‘desktop gadgets’ on your computer and open up the clock. Go to options (right click) and select ‘always on top’ and ‘show seconds’.

If you do not have the gadgets installed then just Google it. They are free 😊 Apple users may have to use something similar.

Internet connection

Turn off all internet drains to ensure you are getting the fastest streaming connection of the trading room. Examples are:

- Email applications
- Dropbox, OneDrive, GoogleDrive services
- Skype, Lync, Messenger apps
- Unnecessary windows/tabs in your internet browser

Best viewing experience

The trading room is streamed in HD quality so if there are any visual resolution issues then, unfortunately, they are on your side... To make the most of your screen:

- Enter ‘full screen mode’ from within your browser. This is different to the ‘full screen’ button in the trading room which will remove the chat ribbon.
- Press the small triangles beside ‘meeting owner’ and ‘sound options’. This will free up space to place the Gadget clock from your synchronisation
- You can press Alt + Tab to bring up your broker window on top of the trading screen (if it is a separate window, not tab).

The image shows:
- My computer time in desktop gadget clock
- Host and Audio Options are minimised.
- Full screen selected from browser, NOT from here.
# MaxZen Forex Crib Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DX</th>
<th>EU</th>
<th>GU</th>
<th>UJ</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examples**

- **↓ 2**
  - Pink down arrow 2 candles ago & in down trend
- **↑ 1**
  - Pink up arrow on latest & in up trend
- **↑↑ 3**
  - MiM & Pink up arrow 3 candles ago